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Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) 

RHIC PHENIX 

STAR 

AGS 

TANDEMS 

Energies:  7-200 GeV (AA) 
                 48-500 GeV (pp) 

- 2 concentric rings of 1740 
superconducting magnets 

- 3.8 km circumference 

proton-proton Au-deuteron 

Au-helium 

Au-Au Cu-Cu 

Cu-Au U-U 
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RHIC Produces Extensive Data 

BRAHMS 

2:00 o’clock 

PHOBOS 

10:00 o’clock 

PHENIX 

08:00 o’clock STAR 

06:00 o’clock 

RHIC 

AGS 

AGS 

RHIC 

RHIC Run Year Species Energy Ldt

Run-1 2000 Au+Au 130 GeV 1 mb-1

Run-2 2001-2 Au+Au 200 GeV 24 mb-1

Au+Au 19 GeV 0.4 μb-1

p+p 200 Gev 150 nb-1

Run-3 2002/3 d+Au 200 GeV 2.74 nb-1

p+p 200 GeV 0.35 nb-1

Run-4 2003/4 Au+Au 200 GeV 241 mb-1

Au+Au 62.4 GeV 9 mb-1

Run-5 2005 Cu+Cu 200 GeV 3 nb-1

Cu+Cu 62.4 GeV 0.19 nb-1

Cu+Cu 22.4 GeV 2.7 mb-1

Run-6 2006 p+p 200 GeV 10.7 pb-1

p+p 62.4 GeV 100 nb-1

Run-7 2007 Au+Au 200 GeV 813 mb-1

Run-8 2007/2008 d+Au 200 GeV 80 nb-1

p+p 200 GeV 5.2 pb-1

Au+Au 9.2 GeV

Run-9 2009 p+p 200 GeV 16 pb-1

p+p 500 GeV 14 pb-1

Run-10 2010 Au+Au 200 GeV 1.3 nb-1

Au+Au 62.4 GeV 100 mb-1

Au+Au 39 GeV 40 mb-1

Au+Au 7.7 GeV 260 mb-1

Run-11 2011 p+p 500 GeV 27 pb-1

Au+Au 200 GeV 915 mb-1

Au+Au 27 GeV 5.2 mb-1

Au+Au 19.6 GeV 13.7 M events

Run-12 2012 p+p 200 GeV 9.2 pb-1

p+p 510 GeV 30 pb-1

U+U 193 GeV 171 mb-1

Cu+Au 200 GeV 4.96 nb-1

Run-13 2013 p+p 510 GeV 156 pb-1

Run-14 2014 Au+Au 15 GeV 44.2 μb-1

Au+Au 200 GeV 45.1 nb-1

He+Au 200 GeV 134 nb-1
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Quark Energy-Loss: 

perturbative QCD 
(gluon radiation) 

Hadronization: 
quark coalescence 

RAA(pT)=(spec)AA/(spec)pp v2(pT,m) v2(KET,nq)  

Collective Expansion: 
ideal hydrodynamics 

 (QGP equation-of-state) 

rapid thermalization, “perfect liquid”  strongly-interacting QGP 

RHIC experiments take advantage of RHIC data and make major discoveries:  

creation of strongly-coupled QCD matter at high temperature and energy density 

RHIC Experiments: Discoveries 
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The Collaboration of the four 
experiments:  PHENIX, 

BRAHMS,   
PHOBOS and STAR at RHIC  

CONCLUDED  
that strongly-interacting 

matter 

has been created in  

most central Au+Au 
collisions  

at 200 GeV  

RHIC Discoveries in the Press 
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     Heavy Flavors: Ideal Probes of Nuclear Matter 
 
- QC 

 
 
 
D Mass 
 
 
 
 
 

- : chi 
 
 
try 

 Heavy quarks (cc, bb)  
- Bound states (J/y, ϒ)  
 

  Due to their mass (mQ >> Tcri , ΛQCD )  
    higher penetrating power 
 

 Gluon fusion dominates  
     sensitive to initial state gluon distribution  

   
arm and beauty quark masses 
are not affected by QCD vacuum 

 ideal probes to study QGP 

B. Muller, Nucl. Phys. A750 (2005) 84  
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  Symmetry breaking  
- Higgs mass: electroweak symmetry breaking  
                        current quark mass 
- QCD mass: chiral symmetry breaking 
                       constituent quark mass  

 Charm and beauty quark masses are not 
affected by QCD vacuum  

                             ideal probes to study QGP 
 
 
 
 

M. Gyulassy and Z. Lin, Phys. Rev. C51 (1995)  2177  

, Y’, c 
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Heavy Flavors Energy Loss 

B. Müller, Nucl. Phys. A750, 84 (2005) 

~1 ~10 
time scale (fm/c) 

Thermalization 
of QGP 

Charm 

 production  ~ h/2mQ  

Quarkonia melts 
and flow develops 

1015 ~0.1 

Hadronisation: 
QGP lifetime? 

Parton energy loss 

Hard 
 Scattering 

(1) Radiative parton energy loss is color charge 
      dependent (Casimir coupling factor CR) 
       R.Baier et al., Nucl. Phys. B483, 291 (1997) (“BDMPS”) 

 

(2)  Dead-cone effect: gluon radiation suppressed at 
       small angles (q < mQ/EQ) 
        Y. Dokshitzer et al. PLB 519, 199 (2001) 
 

    Eg > Eu,d,s > Ec > Eb     RAA(p) < RAA(D) < RAA(B)  

2
 RS L  q̂CαmediumE

parton 
hot and dense QCD matter 

S. Wicks et al., Nucl. Phys. A784, 426 (2007) 
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• p+p data: 
           → baseline of heavy ion measurements 
           → test of pQCD calculation:  
        mc ~ 1.3 GeV, mb ~ 4.8 GeV >> Tc , ΛQCD  
         less affected than light quarks 

Challenge: Medium Effects “Hot versus Cold Nuclear matters”  

• d+Au data: assess cold matter effects 

  

• Heavy ion data:  “Hot nuclear matter i.e. Au+Au”  
       - HF they travel through the created medium interacting with 
          its constituents  
         Studying  energy loss of heavy flavors  
          → independent way to extract properties of the medium. 

Nuclear modification factor  

AuAu 

pp 

pQCD works very 
 well for p+p 

•  Absorption — final-state effect, after cc that forms the J/ψ has been produced, pair breaks up in matter 
    due to interactions with nucleons 

•  Nuclear Shadowing — initial-state effect on the parton distributions affecting total rate,  important as a 
    function of y 

•  Energy Loss — initial-state effect, elastic scatterings of projectile parton before hard scattering creating 
    quarkonium state, need to study Drell-Yan production to get a handle on the strength when shadowing 
    included 
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Measuring Heavy Flavor in PHENIX 

B. Müller, Nucl.Phys.A750, 84 (2005) 

 PHENIX: optimized to measure leptons:  

Forward rapidity:   J/y, ϒ  m+ m- 

- 1.2 < |h| < 2.2,  f = 2p, p > 2 GeV 
- Muon Tracker reconstructs trajectories 
  and determines momentum 
 - Muon magnets and Muon Identifier  
  steel absorb hadrons, pion rejection 
- Forward Silicon Vertex Tracker (FVTX) 

Mid-rapidity:   J/y, ϒ  e+ e- 

- |h| < 0.35, f = 2xp/2, p > 0.2 GeV 
- Drift and pad chamber for tracking 
- Cerenkov detector (RICH) and  
  calorimeter (EMCAL) electron ID 
- Silicon Vertex Tracker (VTX) 
 

1) high rate capability 2) emphasis on mass resolution & particle ID   3) first level e&m triggers 

m- 

m+ 

e+ e- 
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How to Measure Heavy Flavors 

B. Müller, Nucl. Phys. A750, 84 (2005) 

 Charm:   Mc ≈ 1.5 GeV 

  Bottom:  Mb ≈ 4.7 GeV  

Indirect  

measurement 

Direct 

measurement 

Meson D± (D0) 

Mass 1.87 (1.87) GeV 

BR D0 --> Kp (3.85 ± 0.10) % 

BR D --> e +X 17.2 (6.7) % 

BR D --> m +X 17.2 (6.6) % 

Direct (ideal but difficult at high multiplicity) 
   - complete reconstruction of decays (e.g.                    ) 
   - significant improvement in S/B via reconstruction 
      of secondary decay vertex  (~100 mm) 

PRL 94, 062301 (2005) 

Indirect alternative 

- contribution of semi-leptonic heavy-flavor 
   hadron decays  to single (pair) lepton spectra 

PHENIX: PRL 97, 252002 (2006) 
Single electrons  (|y| < 0.35)                             arXiv: 1404.2246  

Di-eHF:   Midrapidity |y|<0.35 
 

STAR 

D0  K- p+ 
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       Open Heavy Flavor (single eHF): D- and B-mesons Decays 

B. Müller, Nucl. Phys. A750, 84 (2005) 

But p + p comes from ISR. We need 
more p + p data at 62 GeV! 

But p + p comes from ISR. We need 
more p + p data at 62 GeV! 

But p + p comes from ISR. We need 
more p + p data at 62 GeV! 

 

  
      1.5 < pT < 5 GeV/c  :  RAA(eHF) < RAA( p0) 

                pT > 5 GeV/c  :  RAA(eHF) ~ RAA (p0) 

 
 
 

      at 200 GeV Au+Au collisions :  
         heavy quark (eHF) suppression is similar 
         to that of light quarks (p0) in the medium 

 eHF, p0  are quenched due to the hot nuclear 
      medium created in Au+Au at 200 GeV 
                   final state effect 

 
              no suppression observed over pT 

200 GeV 

• In contrast to 200 GeV AuAu, the 62.4 GeV 
RAuAu show clear enhancement  
 

• Due to less energy loss? larger Cronin effects? 
or combination of those factors and other 
effects? 

But: p + p comes from ISR. We need more p + p data at 62 GeV! 

 

1) Au + Au at 200 GeV 

2) d + Au at 200 GeV 

3) Au + Au at 62.4 GeV 
AuAu 

62.4 GeV 

PHENIX: arXiv:1405.3301  

Minimum Bias 

PHENIX: PRL 109 242301  
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B. Müller, Nucl. Phys. A750, 84 (2005) 

Single electrons eHF vs single muons mHF 

Mid-rapidity vs forward rapidity 

 Data in agreement with 

     I. Vitev’s prediction that 

     accounts for: 

Suppression is stronger 

at forward rapidity than  

mid-rapidity- why ? 

Indication of Cold Nuclear Matter (CMN) effects  

  at forward rapidity in Cu+Cu system at 200 GeV 

    Open Heavy Flavor (single eHF) in Cu+Cu at 200 GeV 

PHENIX: arXiv:1310.8286 

(1) for final state energy loss effects 

with his dissociation model  

(2) cold nuclear matter effects, 

such as nuclear shadowing and 

parton multiple scattering 
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B. Müller, Nucl. Phys. A750, 84 (2005) 

Di-eHF:   Mid-Rapidity |y|<0.35  Di- mHF: Forward Rapidity 1.2 < |y| <2.2 

PHENIX has excellent capabilities of measuring different 

quarkonia states in di-electron and di-muon channels. 

       Bound Heavy Flavor: Di-leptons e+e- or m+m- 

p+p at 200 GeV 

                            arXiv: 1404.2246  
Di-eHF:   Midrapidity |y|<0.35 

 

PHENIX: arXiv:1404.2246  
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B. Müller, Nucl. Phys. A750, 84 (2005) 

PHENIX: PRC 84 054912 

       Bound Heavy Flavor: J/y RAA  

In Au+Au and at forward rapidity:  
RAA show similar suppression at 
different collision energies:  
 200, 62.4 and 39 GeV    

 Au+Au at different energies  

PHENIX: PRC 86 064901 

Blue = Midrapidity 
Red = Forward Rapidity 

Forward/Mid 

 Au+Au at 200 GeV 
 mid- vs. forward rapidities 

Significant J/y suppression at mid- 
and forward rapditiy regions is 
observed in central Au + Au collisions 
RAA decreases with increasing Npart 

PHENIX: PRC 84 054912 
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B. Müller, Nucl. Phys. A750, 84 (2005) 

Bound Heavy Flavor: J/y RAA  

 System Size study: Cu+Cu, Au+Au and U +U  ≈ 200 GeV   
J/y  m+ m- at forward rapidity 1.2 < |y| < 2.2 

Not much net effect on RAA at forward rapidity from increasing system size of colliding nuclei!  

 Is this what we expected? 
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B. Müller, Nucl. Phys. A750, 84 (2005) 

       Bound Heavy Flavor: J/y RAA  

 System Size study of : Cu+Au vs Au+Au at 200 GeV 

J/y  m+ m- 

• Similar suppression in Cu+Au compared to Au+Au 
• Forward (Cu-going) more suppressed than Backward 

                        CNM effects? 

1.2 < |h| < 2.2 

h 

PHENIX: arXiv:1404.1873  
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B. Müller, Nucl. Phys. A750, 84 (2005) 

VTX in Run 2012: p+p at 200 GeV STAR indirect measurement consistent with our results 

FVTX VTX 

• Alignment of VTX for Run-14 is  
 ongoing and  almost done 

70 mm 

Run-14: AuAu 200 GeV  

golden dataset for VTX 
 

Charm/Bottom Separation with VTX/FVTX: Coming Soon 

PHENIX: Nucl. Phys. A 904-905C (2013) 647    
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Summary 
• In p+p collisions, eHF yields have been measured and  agree with pQCD 

calculations (FONLL) 
 

• Open Heavy Flavor, eHF , shows medium effects similar to those 
 light hadrons (p0) in central Au+Au collisions 
 

• Initial states effects (d+Au) do not appear to explain eHF suppression in 
Au+Au: consistent with creation of a very dense and strongly interacting 
deconfined medium  
 

• In Au+Au and at forward rapidity:  RAA (J/y ) show similar suppression at 
different collision energies:  200, 62.4 and 39 GeV    
 

•  Varying system size does not appear to have much effect on  
  RAA (J/y) : Cu+Cu, Au+Au, U+U, Cu+Au   

 
• VTX/FVTX will provide nuclear modification and collective flow of charm 

and bottom separately using DCA:  
• Data analysis is ongoing 
• Run-14 data are the golden dataset for VTX/FVTX 
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Extraction of Heavy Flavor Signal 

• Electron: measuring first inclusive electrons: 

 

 - Background subtracted method: using background cocktail composed of electron 

   sources measured at PHENIX:  photonic and non-photonic sources:  

       Conversion of photons from hadron decays in material 

       Dalitz decays of light  mesons (p0, h, w, h’, f) 

       Ke3 : K±   p0 e± ve  

       vector meson decays: r, w, f  e+ e- 

         
 heavy quarkonia decay 

 - Converter subtract method: adds material of known thickness around beam pipe,  

   measures conversion electrons by extra yield produced. Used at lower pT.  

                                  Both cocktail and converter methods agree   

• Muon: measuring first inclusive muons: 

 - Background subtracted method: backround removed trough hadronic cocktail 

    subtraction. Backgrounds include:  

     - decay muons: resulting from light hadron decay. 

     - Punchtrough hadrons: hadrons that are not absorbed in steel absorber,  

       look identical to muons.           


